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n an era where climate change and environmental

concerns have taken center stage, the push for

renewable energy sources has become more critical

than ever. 

In this context, the efforts of the Major Oil Marketers

Association of Nigeria (MOMAN) towards renewable

energies stand out as a beacon of hope and

progress in the Nigerian energy landscape. With a

clear vision and unwavering dedication, MOMAN is

actively spearheading initiatives to integrate and

advance renewable energies across the nation.
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At the heart of MOMAN's dedication to renewable energies lies a

steadfast commitment to advocacy and policy engagement.

Recognizing the need for a supportive regulatory framework to

facilitate the effective implementation of renewable energy

solutions, MOMAN consistently advocates for measures that

encourage the growth of sustainable energy practices throughout

Nigeria. As a substantial stakeholder in the Nigerian Gas

Expansion Program's policy development, MOMAN fully endorses

the transition to Auto gas/Compressed Natural Gas (CNG). 

Notable mentions within this context are the contributions of

MOMAN members 11plc, a significant player in the gas sector, and

Ardova Plc, currently in the process of establishing a substantial

20MT gas storage facility—the largest of its kind in West Africa. 

Within the spectrum of MOMAN's endeavors, member companies

have emerged as pioneers in driving the renewable energy agenda

forward. Notably, TotalEnergies has taken a leading role in

advancing clean energy, particularly in the realm of solar power.

The noteworthy transition of several MOMAN members' forecourt

operations to solar power has resulted in a significant reduction of

carbon emissions, underscoring the positive impact of these

initiatives on the environment.

MOMAN's constituents are not just paying lip service to renewable

energy; they are actively investing in and promoting sustainable

energy ventures. These efforts align with a dual purpose: reducing

Nigeria's heavy reliance on fossil fuels and simultaneously fostering

job creation while nurturing an ecologically sound environment.

MOMAN's strategic approach ensures that the pursuit of renewable

energy aligns with broader industry objectives, promoting efficiency

and catalyzing transformative changes within the sector.
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One of MOMAN's distinguishing features is its consistent

collaboration with governmental initiatives, particularly those related

to CNG. The association stands ready to work closely with the

government to ensure the establishment of a viable and

sustainable downstream industry. This collaborative approach

demonstrates MOMAN's dedication to driving real change and

shaping a more sustainable energy landscape for Nigeria's future.

As the world collectively recognizes the urgency of addressing

climate change, MOMAN's efforts towards renewable energies

come as a breath of fresh air. Their strategic advocacy, policy

engagement, and commitment to sustainable energy solutions not

only align with global environmental goals but also resonate with

the aspirations of a nation eager to embrace cleaner energy

sources. Through their initiatives, MOMAN is not just fostering

change within the energy sector; they are actively shaping a future

that is environmentally responsible, economically viable, and

socially inclusive.

In conclusion, MOMAN's unyielding dedication to advancing

renewable energies serves as a shining example of industry

leadership with a conscience. By prioritizing advocacy, policy

engagement, and collaboration, MOMAN is paving the way for a

more sustainable energy landscape in Nigeria. As their member

companies continue to invest in renewable energy ventures and

innovate within the sector, the nation can look forward to a future

that is powered by clean energy, job opportunities, and a

commitment to preserving the planet for generations to come.
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All USD per litre prices are sourced from Globalpetrolprices.com EXCEPT for Nigeria.
Naira per litre price for ALL was calculated by MOMAN using exchange rate 1 USD = 942NGN.

All USD per litre prices are sourced from Globalpetrolprices.com EXCEPT for Nigeria.
Naira per litre price for ALL was calculated by MOMAN using exchange rate 1 USD = 942NGN.

Note:
PMS Pump Prices

AGO Pump Prices
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